
Answer: ________ cookies

Ernie had 25 cookies. He ate 3 cookies, Grover ate 7, Bert ate 6,
and Cookie Monster ate the rest. How many cookies did Cookie
Monster eat? Nom nom nom.

4.

Jason lined up five toy cars. He placed the blue car between the
yellow car and the red car. He put the yellow car last. He placed
the purple car behind the green car. Label the color of the cars
below as Jason lined them up.

3.

Write the temperature shown on each thermometer. Put your answer
on the lines beside the thermometers.

2.

Answer: ________ people

A plane left Atlanta to go to Orlando and then Miami. 186 people
were on the plane when it left Atlanta. 5 people got off in Orlando,
but 20 people got on. How many people were on the plane when it
got to Miami?
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From looking at these scales, how much weight does it take to
balance two apples? Write the weight inside the cube below.

8.

Answer: _________

Natasha and Bruce see a movie that begins at 11:00 am, and runs for
one-and-a-half hours. What time will the movie be over?

7.

Press the keys below on your calculator. Write your answer on the
line.

6.

Write the digits in the boxes below so the problems will be correct.5.
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Answer: _________ quarters

George wants to buy a pen that costs 41¢, a pad for
53¢, and an eraser for 23¢. He has a piggy bank full of
quarters. How many of his quarters will he need to
make his purchases?

4.

Answer: _________ years old

Daphne is 6 years old. Lewie is 3 years older than Daphne. Harley is
2 years older than Lewie. How old is Harley?

3.

Answer: ____________

Gerald and Piggy are reading books. Gerald read from the top of
page 25 to the bottom of page 35. Piggy read 10 pages. Who read
more pages?

2.

Answer: _________ centimeters

The perimeter of a shape is the total distance around it. If a square
has sides that are 18 centimeters long, what is the perimeter of the
square? Hint: Draw a picture to help.
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My name is: ____________

Use the clues below to determine my name.

• My shirt has short sleeves.
• My shirt has three buttons.
• My shirt has stripes on the sleeves.

8.

Princess Sofia counted the golden buttons on her 2 royal robes. One
robe had 2 buttons. The other robe had 20 buttons. Her sister,
Princess Amber, had 5 robes with 4 golden buttons on each robe.

Which princess had more golden buttons? ____________

How many more buttons? ________

7.

Circle the spinner with the best chance of landing on G if you were
to spin them all again.

6.

Answer: ____________

Look at the letter prices chart.
My name costs $13. Is my name
Jan, Meg, or Ann?

5.
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You have 1 dollar, 1 quarter, and 2 dimes. Circle the most
expensive toy you can buy.

5.

Answer: _______ golf balls

Michelle has 35 golf balls. She gives Arnold 19 golf
balls. How many golf balls does Michelle have left?

4.

Answer: _______ flags

A famous military building in Washington, D.C.
is called the Pentagon because of its shape. On
the Fourth of July, a flag is flown on each side
of the building. How many flags are needed?

3.

$3 $5 $6 $9

A school lunch costs Tanya $1.25. About how much does she pay
to eat at school for a whole week? Circle the best answer.

2.

Answer: _________

From looking at this scale, which weighs more: a pencil or a ruler?1.
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= ________
424
75

+ 296

a. 36 + 64 + 91 + 223 = ________

b. 317 + 275 – 534 = ________

c.

Solve these problems using your calculator:8.
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Answer: ________ points

Susie scored 57 points in her first bowling game. She scored 30
points more in her second game than she did in her first. What
was her total score for both games?

4.

Answer: ________ minutes

Jon is visiting the Loudoun County fair and wants to ride the Ferris
wheel. Today he can ride for 5 minutes at the cost of 3 tickets. He
has 18 tickets left. How many minutes in all can Jon ride on the
Ferris wheel?

3.

Place the digits 1 through 9
inside the circles so that the sum
will be 17 along each side. Use
each digit once.

2.

Answer: She has _____ more ________ than ________.

Sharon has 5 baseballs and 7 softballs. She also has 9 bats.
Does she have more bats or more balls? How many more?
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Answer: ________ vans

Parents with vans were taking Mr.
Axel's class to the zoo. The class has
33 students. If each van holds 7
students, how many vans were needed?

8.
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Answer these three riddles:4.

Answer: ________ (yes or no)

A gerbil costs $4.86. Charlie has 4 one-dollar bills, 1 quarter,
3 dimes, and 6 nickels. Does Charlie have enough money to
buy a gerbil?

3.

Answer: ________ cents

Joe has 3 quarters, 1 dime, and 2 nickels in his
piggy bank. How much money does he have to
spend in the candy store?

2.

Ann was asked to find the number of marbles that were added
to the other marble groups to get the total. Write the missing
number on the line.

3 marbles + ______ marbles + 2 marbles = 13 marbles
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Answer: __________

Tom is helping his sick neighbor by taking her dog for a walk
every day, bringing her the mail, and doing other odd jobs.
Mrs. Burns pays him $6.50 per week for his help. How much
total will he earn in 4 weeks?

8.

Answer: ________

Christmas Day, December 25th, came on Friday one year. How many
Sundays were left in that year?

6.

Finish coloring the map using only four colors: blue, red, green, and
yellow. No state can be the same color as a state which touches it
along a line. No state that touches the outside can be blue.

7.


